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A B S ‘rR ACT
This paper explains what is management of :i distributed
system and why it is needed in an Open Distributed Processing
(ODP) environment. An ODP environment is characterised by
very large numbers of computer systems which interact to
support a diverse range of applications. The computers and the
applications are owned and managed by a number of different
organisations so there is no single authority over all the entities
within a typical ODP system. The paper defines the basic
management concept of a managed object. It introduces the
dornain as a means of grouping objects to specify management
policy and structure the overall management to cope with the
complexity of an ODP environment. The paper relates
management to the five viewpoints (enterprise, information,
computation, engineering and technology) defined within the
ODP reference model. Problems in using the Open Systems
Interconnection Management Framework for distributed
systeiiis are also discussed.

object, manager, and management policy. The use of domains
to group objects and structure management is also explained.
Section 4 discusses management from the ODP viewpoints,
concentrating on the computation and engineering viewpoints.
Finally we give a critical appraisal of the problems of both the
ODP and OS1 approaches for management of distributed
systems.

2 . What is Management
A distributed processing application may span the computer
systems belonging to a number of different organisations.
There is no central authority in such systems and the
management of the application as well as the underlying
communication and processing resources will have to operate
across organisational and legislative boundaries.
Management in an Open Distributed Processing environment is
responsible for performing the long term planning, supervisory
and control activities required to pemiit an ODP system to meet
its specification and to evolve to incorporate new functionality
[Sloman 881.
Managers are responsible for obtaining information about the
activities and current state of objects within an ODP system,
making decisions according to some overall management policy
and performing control actions to change the behaviour of the
objects.
An object within an ODP environment has a normal
functionality which is defined by the particular service it
provides and a management functionality which permits its
normal activity to be monitored and possibly modified.
Deciding what is management and what is part of the normal
functionality of an object may be rather difficult. One criterion
is that management of the object should not be critical to its
normal operation. For example, a Transport Layer entity’s
normal functionality is to set up and clear connections, send
and receive messages whereas management would include
monitoring its perfomiance and changing the number of buffers
it uses. Similarly encryption would be considered a normal
security service but distributing the keys used for encryption
would be a management function.
In this paper we will concentrate on generic management
functions common to many services within an ODP system and
will not consider the operating system specific functions of
processor and mernory resource management which are well
understood and can be considered part of the underlying
support environment.

1 . OPEN DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING
’The work on defining a reference model for Open Distributed
Proccssing (ODP) is going on in ISO/IEC JTCl SC21/7. It is
likely that this will be merged with the work on a Distributed
Application Framework (DAF) being undertaken by CCITT
QI9/VII.
A computer system can be considered to perform three
functions which require distribution in an 3 D P environment
ri;tniely storage, processing and user access. ODP refers to
thcse as requiring aspects [IS0 SC21/7 89b]. ODP have also
identified a set of enabling aspects needed to support
distribution of processing, namely separation (communication),
identification (naming), management and security. These
services are needed to build practical ODP systems.
In order to simplify the complexity of describing and modelling
distributed systems, the current ODP reference model has
defined five viewpoints (Enterprise, Information,
Computation, Engineering and Technology) to represent a
system from a different set of abstractions [ E O SC21/7 90b].
This paper discusses the management concepts needed for the
ODP reference model and how they relate to the QDP
viewpoints. We also discuss the relevance of the IS0 Open
Systems Interconnection (OST) standards being developed for
man;igenient of communication systems.
Both the ODP and OS1 work is based on object oriented
concepts and so we use the term object as an entity within an
ODP system. This object could be a person, user role, process
or hardware component.
In section 2 we identify what management functions are needed
i n a n ODP system and how management is affected by
distribution. Section 3 defines the concepts of a managed

Management Functions
The OS1 management framework [IS0 SC21/4 89a, Klerer SS]
identifies 5 functions for management of communications
systems - namely configuration, fault, performance, accounting
and security management. We contend that there is an
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environment need the use of a security service just as they need
the use of a communications service, but security management
is not a generic management service required for managing
other services.
The generic functions needed for management of entities
within a distributed system a x configuration management,
QOS management, accounting, monitoring and facilities for
defining policy. These are the management functions which
must be supported in addition to the normal functionality
defined by the service or application.

aiternxive functiona! classification of management more
suitable for distributed systems.
The assumption is that a distribufed processing system will
consist of a number of distributed applications which make use
of underlying support services similar to those provided by a
traditional operating system in a centraiised system. Common
services are processing, file storage, user access and
communications but other typical services include directory or
name mapping. tmding, secxity and electronic mail. All these
services, as well as the distributed processing applications need
to be ma;iaged. Some of the management functions needed
will depend on the service or application but the following set
of management functions are common to many services and
applications.

3

KEY CONCEPTS

3 . 1 Managed Objects and Managers
A managed object is an entity to which a management policy
applies and whose behaviour can be monitored and/or changed
by a manager. A managed object could be a hardware or
software component, a collection of information (e.g. a data
structure) or even a person.
Managers monitor the activities of managed objects, make
management decisions based on that information and perf91-m
control actions on the managed objects. A manager may be
human or automated. Managers may also be managed objects
for higher level managers.

CorfiigLmztionManagement
It is necessary to specify an initial configuration of the
hardware or software components which will form a service or
application. The term configuration management is commonly
used to mean only software version control but we use it to
include specifying what classes of components are required,
the instances needed, the jnterconnection or binding of
interfaces and the allocation of software to hardware. In
addition dynamic change of a syste.m is required to permit
evolution to incorporate new functionality or new technology.

Quality qf Service (QQS) Management
A user of a service requires some pre-defined quality of service
which can be in terms of delay, throughput. security level,
undetecred error rate, etc. Thus managing the QOS requires a
mefins of specifying the required QOS, niaintaining required
QOS, notification of changes to QOS if it cannot be maintained
and negotiating a different quality if the required one cannot be
provided. Maintaining (20s includes both performance and
fault management so it is a generalisation of these OS1
functions. Note it may also be necessary to perform
reconfiguration to maintain the QOS which indicates the
management functions are inter-related.

Control
Response

Notification

Fig. 3.1 Management Interactions
Three types of interactions between managers and managed
objects can be identified, as shown in fig. 3.1. Control actions
are directed by the manager object to the managed object,
requests for information by the managing object result in a
reply from the managed object, and unsolicited notifications
from the managed object are sent to the manager to report faults
or events.

Accoui?tiilg
Accounting permits users to obtain information on usage of
resources and is needed to allow suppliers of services to charge
for the use of those services. It is also needed for fair
allocatior! of resources to prevent a user from monopolising
available resources within a service.

Managed Open System

Monitoring
Mcniiokig of state, exois, performance and usage information
is needed in order to support the above management functions,
however the OS1 framework does not define this as a
managenlent function.
An im.portai?t func:ion of management is to define a
management policy which governs how a system is managed
arid hence how it behaves (see section 3.3.)
Accounting is included in the the above classification, as most
services need internal accounting for management purposes
even if users are not billed for the service. Security is not
classed as 9 management function but management interactions
must be subject to strong security control. Authentication and
acce.ss control are essential to prevent unauthorised users or
managers from performing management actions on components
of a seriice or application. Thus all services in a distributed

Fig. 3.2 OS1 Interaction Model
The OS1 Management framework defines the Common
Management Information Services (CMIS) and the Common
Management Information Protocol (CMIP) to implement the
services. CMIS essentially defines the same interactions as
those shown in fig. 3.1. However the OS1 management model
introduces an Agent between the Manager and Managed
Objects, as shown in fig. 3.2. The reason is that the OS1
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licfercncc hlodel insists on standardisation of peer-to-peer
~~rotocols
and CMIP was defined before the model to which it
relates. A manager obviously does not have a peer-to-peer
relationship with a managed object, so an agent was artificially
introduced in the model. The agent can also lake on the role of
manager with respect to other agents.
Our view is that the agent should not be in the interaction
model. There may be implementation or policy reasons for a
hierarchical management structure, with a local system manager
which appears as a managed object to the remote manager (see
section 4.4. I), but this should be an implementation option.

Internal constraints place restrictions on the operations which
can be performed on objects in a domain. These can be
expressed declaratively in terms of domain or object attributes
or as obligations which specify what the object must do to be a
member of the domain. For example, an object must support a
minimum interface in order to be included in the domain or it
may be a policy decision to permit only a single manager in a
manager domain to prevent problems of multiple managers. We
anticipate using a logic based language for specifying intemal
contraints with automated checking.
Access rules specify what management operations the
managers may perform on the objects they manage[Moffett 901
and are also an aspect of domain policy. An access rule is a
ternary reiationship between a domain of managers, a domain
of managed objects and a set of permitted operations. For
example, all members of the domain SysProgrammers are
allowed io start and and stop the objects in the
DepartmentServices domain. The permitted operations are a
subset of the management operations defined by the interfaces
to the objects in the domain. There can be multiple manager
domains, each with an access rule relating to a single domain of
managed objects.

3 . 2 Domains
There is a need for multiple coexisting management views and
boundaries of responsibility, each based on different
structuring criteria, within a large distributed processing
environment. In order to cope with the complexity of
management of large distributed processing systems it is
essential to provide a common framework for partitioning the
overall management to reflect these different views. Domains
provide a flexible and pragmatic means of specifying
boundaries of management responsibility arid authority. They
permit a group of managed objects to be treated as a single
entity for the purposes of specifying policy, which provides the
basis for coping with the complexity of large scale distributed
systems. However, it is necessary to permit different
management domains, with members in common, to coexist in
order to reflect the different required views of management.

3 . 4 Domain Relationships
There is a set of domain relationships which can be used to
model management smctures.
Two domains are defined to be disjoint if their object sets are
disjoint.
Two domains overlap if there are objects which are members of
both domains. An example is the shared management of a
gateway interconnecting two networks by the management
centres of each network. This can be accomplished by
including an object from one domain into another. A special
case of overlapping OCCUTS when the objects in one domain are
a subset of the objects in another.
Implicit overlap may occur between two domains containing
managed objects of different type but referring to the same realworld entity. An example is scheduling and maintenance
domains in which putting a workstation out of service in the
maintenance domain makes it unavailable in the scheduling
domain. lmplicit overlap is likely to occur where there is a
functional partitioning of management into different domains.
The main method of structuring management is to delegate
authority over a set of objects to another manager. This can be
accomplished by a subdomain, within another domain. A
subdomain is a managed object which is a domain and can
contain other domains or managed objects. It enables a
different management policy to be applied to the subdomain
compared with that of the enclosing domain. Delegation of
authority is accomplished by setting up a new access rule
permitting a different manager (domain) to manage the
subdomain.

A domnin is an object which represents a collection of managed
objects which have been explicitly grouped together for a
purpose i.e. to which a common management policy applies.
The objects may be resources, workstations, modems,
processes, etc, depending on the purpose for which a particular
domain is defined. A Domain has an attribute called an Object
Ser, which is the set of identities of member objects. The
minimum representation of an object in a domain is a unique
identifier which can be used to locate the object by means of a
location service, but the domain may optionally hold a local
name for use by human managers to refer to an object. (Note
an implementation may also choose to cache managed object
addresses).
An object is referred to as a member of a domain if its identity
is a member of the domain's Object Set. Objects may be a
member of more than one domain at a time. Domains are
persistent even if they do not contain any objects - it must be
possible to create an empty domain and later include objects in
it. Since domains are themselves objects, they may be members
of other domains (see section 3.4).
For an object to be manageable, it must exist within a domain,
so objects should always be created within a domain.
Domains do not encapsulate the objects themselves - managers
or external objects may interact directly with an object in a
domain.

4 ODP VIEWPOINTS ON MANAGEMENT
We now discuss how the above management concepts can be
related to the ODP viewpoints.

3.3 Management Policy
Domains provide the means for specifying management policy
for a group of managed objects rather than having to do this on
an individual object basis. The overall management objective
and external constraints relating to laws (e.g. the Data
Protection Act), regulations or higher level are two aspects of
policy for a domain which would be difficult to specify
formally.

4 . 1 Enterprise Viewpoint
The enterprise viewpoint is concerned with ident,ifying
management structure and policy both within an organisation
and between interacting organisations.
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The en:erprise viewpoint can be modelled in terms of objects
representing user roles, business and managenient policies, the
system and its environment. 0ver;ill management policy
specifies objectives and goals of individual organisations and
the inter-organisation interactions. There is also the policy
relating to evolution and change - how and by whom it is
instigated.
It is jrxportant to identiFj management roles in terms of the
function and the capability of the role rather than the person
who f u K s the roie. The manager objects are typically roles
such as accounts manager, departmental manager, personnel
manages, plant operators. Managed objects would include
information, such as stock control, accounting, orders;
equipmenr ranging from a chemical plant to factory machinery;
as well as information transformations required due to the
nature of the enterprise. The access rules would identify the
reiationship between manager roles and managed enterprise
objects in ternis of responsibility for defining policy rather than
performing specific management operations.
Domains reflect organisational structuring within an enterprise
and the inter-organisational relationships. Defining what
organisational domains exist and what policies should be
zpplied to them is part of this viewpoint. Delegation of
axhority and partitiorking of responsibility is specified by
refining domains into subdomains and allocating managers to
subdomain s.
A manager domain corresponds to a role whose management
responsibilities can be specified independently of the manager
instance (person) who holds the role at a particular time. It also
permits multiple managers to perform the same role
sirnuitaneously c.f. a personnel management department which
m a j contain multiple managers.

Automating management and specifying management
alagorithms is part of this viewpoint.
Computation domains are likely to correspond to services and
the functional partitioning within those services.
The structuring of management in this viewpoint is independent
of the computer systems and networks on which it is
implemented and the computational viewpoint managers and
managed objects are independent of implementation issues
such as whether ihey are centralised or distributed.
111the following sections we identify the computational model
for managed objects being developed as part of the Domino
Project whose objective is to define a framework for Domain
management in Open Systems.

4.3.1 Computational Managed Objects
A managed object has a well defined (abstract) interface which
specifies interaction points and attributes. An interaction point
corresponds to an operation which can be invoked on the object
or a message it generates. Each interaction point in an interface
has a unique identifier and defines:
Interaction Protocol Type - i.e. whether asynchronous or
synchronous, unidirectional or bidirectional, error
characteristics assumed from the communications system
etc. In practice we assume a small set of predefined
protocols such as asynchronous messages and remote
procedure calls ( W C s ) will be offered by an object support
system.
Interaction Signatures - the data types of parameters in
messages or procedure calls.
The nrrribures are internal variables or constants visible at the
object's interface. This can be considered "syntactic sugaring"
to avoid the need for specifying a read or write operation for
externally accessible data. Typical attributes include object
identifier, template identifier from which the object is created,
arid application specific information such as error statistics,
performance information or maximum number of buffers. An
attribute may be a simple data type (e.g. integer or real) or
structured data type such as a record, array or set. Note that
some attributes may be read-only from a manager's viewpoint,
that is they are changed only by the object itself, as a result of
changes in the internal state of the object. Others, such as
object identifiers are constants. Attributes are analogous to set
points and state variables found in control systems.
In ODP terminology an interaction point corresponds to an
action and they define an interaction point to be a set of points
in space and time at which an interaction can occur! [IS0
SC21/7 89al. ODP do not have the concept of an attribute.
OS1 managed objects have management operations which
correspond to the above interaction points and have attributes
similar to those discussed above.
A templare is an implementation specification (e.g. in a
prgramming language) from which instances may be created.
The template may implement multiple abstract interfaces and a
particular abstract interface specification may be implemented in
different templates. Thus there may be different
implementations of an interface specification. A managed
object will have at least one management interface, but will also
have others which support the normal functionality of the
object. The template defines the internal representation of
attributes as well as the code for implementing interactions, and
may also specify default values for attributes.

4 . 2 Information Viewpoint
The information viewpoint is concerned with identifying the
management information required to permit managers to
perform their function. There is no distinction made between
automated or manual parts of the systeni in this viewpoint.
Defining management information involves identifying what
types of managed objtects are needed, information flows
between managed objects and managers and the overall
snxc'tuie of management inronnation which must be stored and
anaiysed, such as event logs, or monitored information
si:mmzries. The structural and de,pendency relationships
between information units must be detemiined, as well as
quality attributes such as availability requirements, atomicity
and persistence.
4 . 3 Computational Viewpoint
A managr,d object in this viewpoint is likely to be a software
entity or data object representing a hardware (real-world)
entity. For exampie a resource scheduler has a data structure
representing a computer, which it manages for work allocation.
Assuming the compnter also acts as a gateway interconnecting
two networks, Chert will be a gateway object which is a set of
routing tab!es managed by a routing manager. This example
illustrates there can be many different types of objects being
managed for different purposes which represent the same realworld entity.
The emphasis in [his viewpoint is on the definiiion of interfaces
10 objects in terms of a detailed specification of interactions
which cail be performed on it and visible state information.
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Our (emplate corre\poi!ds to an ODP class template, whereas
OS1 use the term teniplnte to mesn a notation for specifying
man,lgcd objects. in fact :in OS1 managed object corresponds
to our abstract interface. They do not have the concept of an
implementation of an abstract interfxe [IS0 SC21/4 YO]

Other operations which can be carried out directly on a domain
include:
Include Object in a Donzain - This includes an object into a
domain by adding its identity to the object set of the domain.
It does not affect the state of the object or its membership of
other domains. The effect is to make an existing object a
member of an additional domain without creating a new
instance of the object.
Domain objects can themselves be included in other
domains. This enables powerful structures of subdomains
to be created. The fact that a subdomain may be a member
of more than one domain results in potential cycles of
domain membership. This can be very difficult to prevent as
domains may be distributed. Managers which trace down
the domain structure must implement loop detection.
Remove Objectfrom a Domain - This removes an object from a
domain without affecting the state of the object. Removal of
an object from a domain is carried out by removing its
identity from the object set. It is only permitted if it is still a
member of another domain’s object set - otherwise the
appropriate operation is to destroy it. This is to ensur: that
objects always remain within the domain hierarchy.
List objects in a Domain - enables managers to determine the
members of the object set of a domain.
An operation to move objects between domains, including them
in the destination domain and removing them from the source
domain, can be constructed as a compound of include and
remove.

4.3.2 Operations on Managed Objects
In this section we suggest a generic set of management
iriter;ictions which are needed for the management of objects.
I n addition to the basic interactions there will be others which
;ire dependent on the particular type of object e.g. for
configuration or fault management. However we do not
consider these i n this paper. Some interactions with an object
inay affect the rea1 world entity which it references, whereas
others only affect the managed object itself.
Rerid Attribute - this permits a manager to obtain information
on the current state of an object in order to make
management decisions.
Write Artribrite this permits a manager to modify the
performance of an object for example by changing a setpoint or error limit. There will be application specific
constraints on what values can be written to an attribute.
The input parameters specify the attribute name and
corresponding values to be written.
Application Specific Operations - these are operations which
may alter an object’s state., trigger off further interactions
with other objects, and then return a response to the initiator.
An operation may reference multiple attributes. For example
:I boolean expression involving some attributes may be used
as a guard on changing the values of others.
Norificatioru - these interactions are operations by the managed
object on the manager, in the form of unsolicited reports, for
example notifying ei-ror conditions or regular reports on the
state of the object.
Read and write an attribute are base default operations which
apply to a single attribute. More complex interactions
involving arbitrary groups of attributes which are to be read or
written can be defined as application operations.
In some applications the manager may itself be a managed
object which implements the same management interface as the
objects i t is nxinaging. The manager may then perform
management operations on itself. An examples is a
configuration management process which performs interface
binding for other processes and also binds its own interface.
~

4 . 4 Engineering Viewpoint
Managed objects in the engineering viewpoint will include
processes, hardware components such as workstations,
gateways or communications interfaces. The decisions in this
viewpoint will be on how to implement managed objects and
managers, to meet transparency or quality of service
requirements and how to represent the management information
- whether to use object oriented programming languages,
databases etc.
Engineering viewpoint domains are likely to be structured to
reflect the physical structure and connectivity of the ODP
system e.g. a domain in this viewpoint would correspond to a
Local or Wide Area Network.
Mechanisms are needed to support the main management
functions of configuration, QOS, accounting and monitoring.
Tools and mechanisms are needed to support structuring
management into domains.

4.3.3 Operations on a Domain
Creating and destroying objects such as software components
which are part of a distributed application can be rather
complex. Creating could involve loading code and may
invlove the interactin of factory objects within the domain.
Destroying may require the object to interact with its peers to
r e x h a consistent state before being destroyed. Objects are
always created in a domain in our model so these are
considered as domain operations in section. Domains are
thcmselves managed objects which can be created or destroyed.
Create object - this creates an object from a specified template
and then sets its attributes according to parameters specified
or according to default values.
Dcstroy object - this removes the object from the system and
recovers any resources allocated. There may be constraints
i n that an object can only be destroyed when in a passive or
stopped state.

Implementing Managers
The following is the approach to structuring managers in the
Domino project and is similar to that of the DEC Enterprise
Network Architecture [Strutt 19891. A manager can be
constructed from four different types of entities as shown in
fig. 4.1.

4.4.1
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For example a communication layer object will be contained in
an endsystem object. This wi!l not work for objects which can
migrate from one computer to another.
Objects would have to be informed of the domains in which
they are direct members. This makes it easy to an an object for
its parent domains.
We are currently experimenting with domain implementations
for configuration management. One approach is to have
domain servers which hold object names, identifiers and
addresses as well as access control lists to implement access
rules. This information is structured according to domains.
Some domains would have to be replicated for reliability i.e. a
domain could be held on more than one server.
In this approach the main functionality of management is not
implemented by the domain objects but by the manager objects.
Domains are kept very simple. There can be multiple managers
and they can perform management operations directly on
objects once they have identified the objects in the domain.
Managers need not directly address objects or even know what
objects are in the domain if some form of group addressing is
supported by the communication system.

Managed
Objects

Fig. 4.1 Example Manager Structure
Human Manager - usually specifies policy but may implement
the decision making for simple functional managers. A
human manager is not needed if management is automated.
Preserztation - this provides a human interface to management
and typically could include graphical, textual for a dumb
terminal, or even buttons and l.ights.
Functional - this implements the rnanagement functional
operations. These may be partitioned according to the main
management functions: configuration, security, monitoring,
accounting etc. Automated management would typically be
implemented in a functional manager object.
Transformation - this permits the transformation of an interface
provided by a managed object into one expected by a
manager. For example there will be transformations for
managing OS1 compatible components, for MAP MMS
components, and for proprietary components. The
transformation may not necessariiy be between different
protocols. For example a manager agent may act as an
interface to a set of objects and transform a single interaction
into an interaction with each member of the set (c.f. OS1
management agent in Fig.3.2).
Failure of any one of the above coinponents should not affect
the normal functionaiity of managed objects but may prevent
them being managed. There may be multiple instances of any
of the manager entities and they can be physically distributed.

4.4.3 Implementing Constraint Evaluation
Implementing access rules in terms of capabilities or access
control lists are explained elsewhere [Moffett 90, Twidle 881,
and so will not be covered here. However there are a number
of issues with respect to evaluating intemal constraints.
A membership constraint can be based on an arbitrary attribute
of an object. What happens if an operation on an object
changes the value of the attribute such that the constraint is
violated and so the object should no longer be a member of the
domain? If the object is automatically removed from the
domain, then it could result in it not being a member of any
domain and hence violating tile principle that a managed object
must always be a member of at least one domain. It is quite
difficult and time consuming for a domain object to
automatically check constraints for objects which are
distributed around the network. An alternative is to implement
the constraint checking within the object and refuse operations
which would violate a constraint. This implies the constraints
are coded into the object template or the object can interpret a
set of constraint specifications given to it when it becomes a
member of a domain. The former results in loss of flexibility
in that it becomes difficult to move objects between domains
and the latter complicates simple objects.
The solution adopted was to consider constraints as
preconditions to domain operations. There is not automatic
dynamic checking of subsequent constraint violation. A
specific application can provide a manager which performs
background evaluation of constraints and can take an
application dependent action when it discovers an object which
violates a domain constraint.

4.4.2 Implemeiilhg Domains
Every object has a globally unique identifier to enable the
system to refer to it, however the identifier does not carry any
meaning, i.e. it does not indicate location or which domain the
objecr is in. Identifiers do not change when an object is moved
from one domain to another. There are a number of suitable
mechanisms far creating unique identifiers. For example,
identifiers could be f o r m d by concatenating the unique intemet
address of ;he computer on which an object is created with a
iimestmp,
Objects may optionally have a name by which they are known
within z domain. These names need only be uniqiie within the
domain. These are really aliases which can be considered part
of the human ir;:erface to management to permit human
niar?agers to refer to objects by meaningful names. They are
not needed by automated managers.
We assume the availability of a location server to perform
object identifier to address mapping. Domains could also cache
the addresses of the objects within the domain.
OS1 managed objects are assigned unique names using a
containment hierarchy which reflects their physical location.

4.5 Technology Viewpoint
This viewpoint includes the technical artifacts (realised
components) from which distributed systems are built. For
example the particular hardware and software available for
opera t i n g s y stem s , in p u t / ou tp u t d e vi c e s , s tor age,
communications interfaces etc.
Our current implementation is based on support for
configuration management using the Conic Toolkit for building
distributed systems [Magee 891. However this only supports a
single programming language. A more flexible set of tools is
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being developed ;IS part of the Rex project [Kramer gob].
These will support heterogeneous programming languages 2nd
permit abstract interfaces to bz specified independent from
tcniplates which implement objects.
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DISCUSSION
Although it is possible to use the ODP viewpoints as a means
of structuring the discussion on management, this ends up with
rather an artificial structuring which does not help with the
understanding or specification of management in distributed
systems.
The first criticism of the viewpoints is that they are easily
confused with the stages in the lifescycle model for design of
systems namely requirements specification, system analysis,
component specificaton, component implementation and
mapping onto hardware. However this is an incorrect
interpretation of the viewpoint concepts which are meant to be a
complementary set of abstractions of the original system in
order to study different operational characteristics.
We do not disagree that there should be multiple viewpoints but
we think there are an indefinite number of viewpoints rather
than 5. For example the QDP viewpoints do not include a
configuration viewpoint which is a structural view of the
system in temis of object instances and their interconnections.
This should be separated from the algorithmic view of the
functional behaviour of a particular object [Magee 891. We
using this configuration view as the common framework for a
set of tools for specification, design, construction, analysis and
evolution [Kramer 90, Kramer 90b, Magee 901 in the Rex
Esprit project. Within a particular level of abstraction there
may be multiple viewpoints corresponding to different manager
or user roles. Thus the modelling framework should support
mappings and transformations between any number of
vicwpoints.
Although we have considerable experience in providing tools
for building distributed sytems and using them for teaching and
research, we have had difficulty in applying ODP definitions
and terminology [ I S 0 SC 21/7 89j to our distributed
processing concepts.
A problem with both OS1 management and ODP is the
emphasis on inheritancc for object specification, and on
maintaining class hierarchies as a means of determining object
compatibility. Inheritance is not practical in distributed systems
if classes in the inheritance hierarchy are remote [Snyder 86,
Black871. Maintaining a strict hierarchy of classes when the
classes are being specified and implemented at different sites in
multiple organisations around the world will also prove
impractical i n our opinion as it would require a global database
of classes.
In our opinion object compatibility has to be based on
comparing interface specifications using structural type
checking or a type conformance rules [Black 871. In addition
behavioural specification should be checked for compatibility,
but that is still a subject requiring further study.
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